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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a corollary to [S] and we adopt the same notation which 
is also that of [S]. There we showed how two deep questions concerning 
the enveloping algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra could be reduced to a 
purely combinatorial analysis of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. The 
first concerns the computation of Sot L(L(wl), L(yl)). Apart from its own 
intrinsic interest this question has deep interconnections with geometry via 
the component group A” of the associated nilpotent orbit. The second con- 
cerns the coefficients Z, which are ratios of Goldie ranks. These are central 
to the determination of the scale factors in the Goldie rank polynomials 
which in turn relate to complete primeness and hence to unitarity (see [7, 
1.4; 16, 7.121). 
It first seemed that the results in [S] did not give any easily extractable 
information. However, in [13], Lusztig shows that for some “canonical 
quotient” A of A” there exists a left cell of the Weyl group W such that the 
character table of A can be read off in a well-defined manner from data 
involving the Hecke algebra module structure of the cell, which we shall 
call a Lusztig cell. Combined with [S] this gives several remarkable results. 
First when rl, z2 are involutions in a Lusztig cell, Sot L(L(r, A), L(~12)) is 
determined by multiplying appropriate irreducible characters of A and 
identifying coefficients. This implies that when A E S, which occurs in type 
E, it can happen that L(L(zl), L(r;l)) is not multiplicity free-providing 
thereby a counterexample to conjecture %$ of [5, 5.111 even in the diagonal 
case. Second if r is an involution in a Lusztig cell, then z, is the degree of 
an irreducible character of A. Third, we prove that z, divides IAl for every 
element w of a Lusztig cell, in partial answer to a conjecture in [9, 3.231. 
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Finally, when A is commutative (which is nearly always) we determine 
Sot L(L(wl), L( yA)) completely and prove the conjecture in [8,6.2]. 
We start by proving a remarkably general sum rule on the products 
I,z,~~ which is intimately related to the multiplicity oneness of the Goldie 
rank representation in a left cell. It implies that nearly all cells are Lusztig 
cells, the only exceptional cases being in types F4, Fe, E,, E, when A is of 
type S3, Sq, or S5. We show that uniqueness of minimal f type in the dual 
of a simple highest weight module fails, a result which would have obviated 
the need of some of Lusztig’s theory. Here a further purely ring theoretic 
approach also failed. 
The main technical difficulty of this paper is in understanding how 
to apply the results of [13] to [IS]. Consequently apart from its own 
intrinsic interest we feel that the main contribution of this work lies in the 
vindication of [S]. Besides we feel that it answers rather well Lusztig’s 
proposal in [13, p. XIV, lines 1, 111. 
2. THE SUM RULE 
Throughout d E f* is dominant, regular, and integral. Except insofar as 
we need the truth of the Jantzen conjecture (via [IS, 4.91) our results go 
over in the usual way to the non-integral case. 
2.1. Let c,,,,;: x, y, z E W denote Lusztig’s integers [ 1.51 as 
described in [S, 3.2). We shall need the following properties of these coef- 
licients most of which are due to Lusztig. In [9, 3.131 we noted several 
alternative partly ring theoretic proofs to meet the tastes of various readers. 
Let m(z) denote the degree of the Goldie rank polynomial pZw,. This is 
constant on double cells. 
0) c~,~,; is cyclically symmetric with respect to indices. 
(ii) c,.~,= = c~~~,~-I.~-I. 
(iii) c,. y, z #0+x, y-l are in the same left cell. 
(iv) If x, y-r are in the same left cell, then c,,~,~ #Cl for some ZE W. 
(v) ( - 1 )m(x)~,. y,z is non-negative. 
(vi) Then Q algebra with generators d,: x E W and relations 
is associative and is a semisimple algebra isomorphic to Q W. 
481111812.2 
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Remarks. By (iii) and (iv) the product ii,0 ii, is non-zero if and only if 
x, y -’ lie in the same left cell, moreover by (i) the term ii, is in the product 
only if y, z lie in the same left cell and x-i, z-l lie in the same left cell (i.e., 
x, z lie in the same right cell). Notice that by (i) and (ii) we have c,,~,~-, = 
CT-‘,,, y- L so if t is an involution, the matrix realization of 5, resulting from 
(vi) is symmetric. 
2.2. In [S, 4.3.61 we introduced a bijection w  H w, of W taking 
Duflo involutions to Duflo involutions, left cells to left cells and satisfying 
w** = w, (w,)-’ = (w-l),. Set c:,~,= = ( -l)“(r*)~,*y +=*. By [S, A.2(i)] one 
has [U,] g sn 0 [+?I. 
2.3. As usual we let M(p) : p E h* denote the Verma module with 
highest weight p--p and L(U) its unique simple quotient, setting J(p) = 
Ann L(h). Given U(g) modules M, N of finite length we let L(M, N) denote 
the unique largest Harish-Chandra submodule of Hom,(M, N). It is a U(g) 
bimodule of finite length. Take X, y E W. We recall that the simple sub- 
quotients of the L(L(xl), L(yl)) are amongst the L(M(il), L(zL)) which 
are again indexed by elements z E W. By [ 8,4.8] we have 
(i) L(M(A), L(zil)) occurs exactly c$I,~,~-I times in Sot L(L(xl), 
L(Ya)). 
Fix w  E W. Recall that U(g)/J(wL) and L(L(wA), L(wA)) are primitive 
noetherian rings and that 
z ._ rk L(L(w~), L(wJ-1) w  .- 
MWWW)) 
(where rk denotes Goldie rank) is an integer >O independent of our choice 
of 1. Fix a double cell 9% of W. By [8, 5.81 we have 
(ii) z,dzy-l = C,, wc~,y,wz,, for all x, y E 98 such that x, y-l 
belong to the same left cell. 
2.4. Fix a double cell 9% of W. 
PROPOSITION. The expression 
c z,z,-1 
w.V,n4~ 
is independent of the choice of left cells qI, G$ of 9%. 
By 2.3(ii) we obtain 
(*) 
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for all X, us%1 A %‘~l. Here we have used 2.1(i), (ii) to restrict the sum- 
mation. Similarly we have 
for all x~&n%?;r, z~V~n$?;‘. 
Combining (*) and (**) gives for all XE%?~ n ‘%‘F’ that 
Now %?r n %?;’ is nonempty [13, 12.161 and z, > 0 so we obtain 
which establishes the required result. 
Remarks. It is worth noting that Z,Z~-I is exactly the ratio of the 
Bernstein multiplicities e( .) of the finitely generated left U(g) modules 
L(L( vn), L(yi)) and U(g)/J( yi). Notice also that the first ring may vary 
over Q?, n %Yyl but the second is fixed. 
2.5. In [ 13, 13.11 Lusztig assigns to each double cell 9% a finite 
group A,, (or simply A) defined as follows. Take y E .P$ and recall that 
the associated variety of J(un) is the closure of a G orbit 0 c g* of 
nilpotent elements. Take 5 E 0 and let A”< := G,/Gi denote the component 
group of the stabilizer G, of 4 in G. Let @E denote the “fixed point” variety 
which consists of all Bore1 subgroups of G whose Lie algebra contains 5. 
After Spaltenstein zZ+~~ is equidimensional, say of dimension d(c). Let A be 
the unique smallest quotient through which one can factor every 
irreducible representation of A”< occurring in H2d(r)(gt, C). After Springer 
the A isotypical components of this cohomology space are irreducible 
pairwise non-isomorphic W modules. Now view left cells and double cells 
as W modules. It is quite false that the irreducible W modulus occurring in 
Springer’s cohomology module coincide with those occurring in 3% 
(except in type A,). However, Lusztig [13, Introduction, Sect. 4, and 7.11 
has shown that there exists a left cell V (which we shall call a Lusztig cell) 
which is multiplicity free and whose irreducible components are in bijection 
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with the conjugacy classes of A and whose involutions are in bijection with 
the irreducible representations of A in such a way that the character table 
of A can be read off in a precise manner-see 2.6. (Here is a good moment 
to recall that the irreducible representations of A are defined over Q. 
Moreover A z Z$ if g is classical, but may also be S3, Sq, S5 for the excep- 
tional Lie algebras. We shall say that A is of exceptional type if A E S, ; 
i = 3, 4, 5.) 
Now %9 being multiplicity free implies by say [S, 4.41 that V n V-l is 
precisely the set of involutions of ‘Z. We shall interpret Lusztig’s result to 
show that for all zl, z2 E% n %-’ (where 9? is a Lusztig cell) the product 
d r, 0 ii,, can be computed by identifying fi, with an irreducible character x7 
of A. As a corollary we obtain that zT* = deg x7 and hence the expression in 
2.4 is just IA*\, where A =A(,,, . (Here it is worth noting that A E A * for 
the following simple reason. Observe that the isomorphism class of A is 
determined by the number of conjugacy classes of A which in turn coin- 
cides with IQ? C-J VP’/. Yet * preserves this cardinality so all we have to do is 
check that 1% n %-‘I is minimal on a Lusztig cell inside a double cell. This 
follows from Lusztig’s lists (apply [15] to [14]), where this cardinality is 
constant within a double cell except in the exceptional cases.) 
Notice that we do not need to know that the irreducible representations 
occurring in %? are those occurring in Springer’s cohomology space. (The 
remark in [13, p. 2211 suggests that Lusztig is not claiming this.) In any 
case this would be an irrelevant extra condition which would severely limit 
the number of Lusztig cells. 
From the above and the remark in 2.4 we may discuss how a primitive 
quotient U(g)/J can admit overrings related to appropriate geometric 
objects in a manner which relates to [14, 1.261. Here one takes J to be 
completely prime and views (loosely of course) U(g)/J as corresponding to 
the ring R(G/G,) of regular functions on the orbit 0 = G/GE. Now at the 
geometric level there are bigger rings associated to 0, for example, 
R( G/G ; ), which in particular admits an A” action via right multiplication, 
and so one searches for corresponding integral overrings of U(g)/J which 
are finitely generated and g locally finite and then isomorphic as G modules 
to their geometric cousins. Here we prefer not to be restricted to the set of 
completely prime ideals which is not so natural a class from a represen- 
tation theory point of view and to demand structure which would explain 
the appearance of A”. An immediate trouble is even for the overring 
L(L( yJ.), L( yl)) with L( JJ~) induced it is quite unclear how to define an A” 
action and it is extremely puzzling why L(L(yl), L(yA)) should vary in 
size. Our sum rule shows that it is the bigger rings 
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which are the appropriate objects to consider. In particular the variations 
in size occur because of variations in I$ n %‘;‘I. Moreover it is appropriate 
to consider this ring not as A module but as a [%I n%;1] - [W2 n%‘,‘] 
bimodule which for Lusztig’s cells are isomorphic to Z(A). More generally 
recall that left cells were first defined via primitive ideals and right cells 
could then be obtained by tensoring with finite-dimensional modules [5, 
4.6(ii)]. Indeed let M be a simple U(g) module. As in [lo, 3.81 we define 
the left coherent family 9FM generated by M to be the set of all simple 
modules occurring as some quotient of E @ M, where E is a linite-dimen- 
sional U(g) module. By [ 10, 3.81 the set of all annihiiators of modules in 
Z&,,. identifies with a right cell of W (or the appropriate subgroup WA of 
W when the central character K of M is not necessarily integral). Now fix 
one such annihilator J. Then the appropriate generalization of (*) is 
provided by the rings 
R,:= @ (L(N, N)INEZF,~~ Ann N=J). 
Conjecturally e(R,)/e( U(g)/J) is dependent only on M and equals the car- 
dinality of an appropriate quotient of A” (where in general we should take 
G to be simply connected). Notice that R, being integral forces only one 
term in the above direct sum. This leads to the question as to whether for 
each J E Prim U(g) we can find M simple such that {NE Y$Q 1 Ann N = Jj 
consists of one element. If we restrict ourselves to simple highest weight 
modules, this always holds for g classical, but fails for 6, (see 4.3 and ES, 
Table 13). 
2.6. Let T,: w  E W denote the usual choice of generators of the 
Hecke algebra 2 defined over [s, q-l]. We adjoin t :=& and set Fw= 
t-@“) T,v. Then (notation [S, 2.31) we have 
T’, = 1 tl(w)--[(Y)PWM’O,YWO(q-l)uy) 
where P,,(q) are the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and the a, the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig basis of Z defined by these relations. 
Let us recall Lusztig’s definition [13, p. XII] of the coefficients c,,~. By 
the Benson-Curtis theorem the Hecke algebra x(t) = 3 Ozlq 4-,1 Q(r) over 
Q(t) is isomorphic to Q(t) Wand moreover Lusztig’s explicit isomorphism 
El 1, Lemma 2.31 giving actions of both &‘(t) and Q(t) W in the same 
space (coming from each double cell) allows one to associate to each sim- 
ple W module E a simple g(t) module E(t). Fix a left cell ‘$? and z E V. 
Recall that [%I is defined to be the Q(t) vector space with basis a,: y E %?. 
It is a module for x(t) with respect to the dot product [8, 3.4 J which 
forgets all terms outside 9% and is exactly Lusztig’s action noted above. In 
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this, one does not lose terms corresponding to the lowest power of t (see 
[S, 3.41, for example). Assume that E(t) is a simple submodule of [W] 
(which is of course completely reducible), let uE be the smallest integer 
such that (-1) lCM’) tr(aET E(t)) is a polynomial in t for all w  E W, and let 
c w,E denote the constant r&m. 
Recall that P,,, =O~w<y, that degP wwo, ,,(d G 3UW - 4~) - 1) if 
w  > y, and that P,,O,y,,(q) = 1 if w  = y. 
We may write ayar as a sum of the a,: w E W with coefficients in 
Z[t, t-l]. After Lusztig (see [S, 3.21, for example) the terms proportional 
to a, have coefficients in trmcz) Z[t] and the coefficient of (- t)-m(r) is 
defined to be c~,~,~-I. (In particular from 2.1 (iii) we see that the same 
applies to a, . a, so forgetting terms outside 9@ does not affect the lowest t 
power.) It follows from the above expression for TW and the degree 
estimates on P that a,<m(z). 
Let CJ be the unique Duflo involution in V. In [8, 3.41 we defined the 
circle product to retain the lowest power of t and in fact by [8, 3.41 we 
have a, 0 a, = (-t)-“(g) a, for x~%-’ and zero otherwise. Recalling that 
m(a) = Z(a) mod 2 we obtain by the above estimates that 
( - 1)““) tr( fM”) Tub, [VI) = card(W n U-l) mod t. (*I 
Thus a,2 m(o) and so we have equality. Set Ci, = (- t)“(y)ay. For any 
y E 9% we have as above that 
(- l)lCy) tr(tnEFy, [VI) = tr(ii,, [W]) mod t, (**I 
where here (and below) the right-hand side is computed via the action of 
left multiplication of d, on [U] using the circle product (multiplication 
rules of 2.l(vi)) which exactly retains the terms of lowest power in t. Now 
we recall (see [S, 4.31 for example) that End,,,,[V] identifies with 
[U n V’] via right multiplication using the dot product. Now by [8, 4.6, 
6.51 this also applies to the circle product. Thus we can find an idempotent 
a~ [U n W’] such that [%I ~a = E(t), which can be written out as a 
linear span of certain linear combinations of the a, : y E %?. Then by [S, 4.61 
we obtain by the above degree estimates that (**) applies with [U] 
replaced by E(t), that is, we have shown the 
PROPOSITION. Let % be a left cell and E(t) an irreducible subrepresen- 
tation of [%‘I. Then c,,,~= tr(ii,, E) for all WE%?. 
Remarks. Since m(z) is constant on double cells and since a given sim- 
ple W module E cannot occur in two different double cells it follows that a, 
is independent of our choice of left cell and our formula shows that c,,,~ is 
also independent. Also notice that for the circle product the distinction 
between X(t) and Q(t) W disappears completely and from now on we shall 
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generally ignore this distinction. Finally, for each simple module E, Lusztig 
[13, p.XIII] defines V*= {w~%‘~c~,~#O). By 2.1(i), the above formula 
shows that %* c %? n V-l. 
2.7. Let [g:E] denote the multiplicity of E in [U]. Since 
End,,,,[w] s [q n q-l] we obtain from 2.6(e) that 
~c,,[%‘:E]=tr(&,, [%?])=[9?nV-‘]=z([V:E])*. 
E E 
PROPOSITION. One has c,,~= [‘+Z: E], where CT is the DuJlo invdution 
of 59. 
Assume [V:E] # 0. Then we have an idempotent a E [g n F’] such 
that E= [G?] 0 a. Let %” be a left cell of 9V. Choose x E (e’ and let E, 
denote the s!?(t) submodule of [%“I generated by a,. We define a map 
q: E -+ Hom,&‘,, E) by de)(b) = b oe. Recalling [S, 4.3) and the semi- 
simplicity of X(t) modules one easily checks that cp is surjective. Clearly 
ker cp= {eEEla,oe=O}. Thus 
c,,E#O*Imq#O o [F,: E] #O+ [U’: E] #O. (*I 
In the special case x = B we have Fb = [%?I by the cyclicity of a, [S, 3.51. 
Furthermore since ii, 0 ii, = ii, [S, 3.41 the first implication in (*) can be 
reversed and more precisely we get that 
c 0. E =dim{fEEld,of=f)=dimImcp=[~:E] 
as required. 
Remark. This proves a conjecture of Lusztig [13, XIII]. 
2.8. Let % be a left cell. Assume that there exists a left cell V’ such 
that 1%’ n w-‘I = 1 and let w  be the unique element in V n W-l. One may 
show by an easy induction argument (4.3) based on Lusztig’s description of 
cells for classical Lie algebras [ 12, II; 13, 12.151 that this also holds for any 
left cell $9 in 9 classical. It can fail in the exceptional Lie algebras when A is 
exceptional. 
LEMMA. (i) The submodule E of [U] generated by a,,, is simple (and 
hence coincides with the special or Goldie rank representation). 
(ii) &od,=c &iiw for all z E %Z n V’. 
(i) By [S, 4.31 and semisimplicity we conclude that EndSxl, E is an 
image of [G? n V’-‘1. Yet by 2.1(i), (iv) it follows that U,OQ, is a multiple 
of a, for all z E [V n %?-‘I. This proves (i). 
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(ii) Take r E %? n VP’, y E $?‘. The coefficient of ii, in Z, 0 ii, is just 
C CA.!-‘. By 2.1(i), (iv) this is non-zero only if y ~%-l. Thus 
y=qg’n$f-‘= {w}. Again the coefficient of ii, in ii, 0 Zi, equals c~,,,~-I and 
this is nonzero only if z E $??’ n V-i = {w}. Hence (ii). 
Remark. Take w, r as in (ii) and let 0 denote the unique Duflo 
involution in V. From 2.3(i) we conclude taking account of the remark in 
[S, 4.81 that L(L(r,l), L(w,il)) is a direct sum of c,,~ copies of L(L(a,l), 
L( w* A)). Now both modules are the largest Harish-Chandra submodule in 
the dual of a simple highest weight module (for g x g). One might guess 
that such modules always have a unique minimal f type and indeed this 
was our original approach as it would apply that c,,~ = 1. To our surprise 
this turned out to be false for the example in D, (see 4.3), a result which is 
a stunning tribute to Lusztig’s detailed description of left cells. One may 
also attempt to prove that c,,~ = 1 by applying abstract ring theory to these 
modules. Without going into too many details this fails for the following 
reason. Let K be a skew-field over C graded by a non-commutative finite 
group A such that the centralizer of K, in K reduces to scalars (see A.7). 
Then for some integer n > 1 there exists an embedding cp: KG M,(K) 
such that the centralizer of the image reduces to scalars. Indeed let 
p: A -+ GL(n, C) be a non-linear irreducible representation of A and extend 
the map k H k 0 p(g) of Kg into M,(K,) by linearity to a map of K into 
M,(K). Note that the restriction of cp to K, is the diagonal embedding. To 
apply this to the present situation take K to be the endomorphism ring of 
V:= Fract L(L(o,A), L(w,i)) viewed as a right L := Fract L(L(o,l), 
L(o,l)) g Fract U(g)/J(a,A) module (of course K need not be of Goldie 
rank one; but this complication can easily be handled via idempotents). 
Then with n = c,,~ the endomorphism ring of V’ := Fract L(L(z,l), 
L(w,l)) g I/” as a right L module identifies with M,(K). Since [lo, 3.31 
Kr Fract L(L(w,A), L(w,l)) we obtain an embedding of KGM,(K) in 
which the subfield K, := Fract U(g)/J(w,n) goes in diagonally. Although 
the centralizer of K, (resp. K) in K (resp. M,(K)) reduces to scalars, the 
above construction indicates that we cannot conclude that n = 1. 
2.9. In the next few sections we shall make some quite elementary 
manipulations involving the circle product in which we omit the circle. We 
may also conveniently specialize at t = -1, which identities a,, ii, and 
Hecke algebra and W modules. 
By say [8, 4.31 we have a bijection aw’+’ (by ba) of [%n%-‘1 onto 
End&‘??]. Since [g n%-‘1 is a semisimple Artinian ring, the map 
a Hti (b ++ ba) of [U n g-‘] into End,[V n UP’] is injective. 
From now on we assume that [%?I is multiplicity free, equivalently that 
[V n V-‘1 is commutative, equivalently that % n w-l consists of only 
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involutions [S, 4.51. In this case the elements of ‘3 n %‘-’ can (and will be 
used as subscripts) to index the non-isomorphic irreducible submodules of 
[U]. We denote the Q vector space f% n W’] by V. Set 9 = V n W”. 
Let I?,. : z’ E 4 be an irreducible submodule of C%‘] and e,, : [%?I --+ E,. be 
the projection defined by direct sum decomposition into W modules. Set 
f,, = $(qp-‘(eT,)). These form a complete set of pairwise orthogonal 
minimal idempotents in End, V. For each r E 3 set c, = $(a,). 
LEMMA. One has tr(a,, E,,) = tr(c,f,,, I’). 
Indeed 
Yet by 2.1(i), (iv) we must have wi, w,E~-‘. Thus wl, W,E~ and in 
particular are involutions. On the other hand, 
so the result obtains from 2.1(i), (ii). 
2.10. Retain the above notation and hypotheses. Our com- 
mutativity hypothesis and 2.1(i) imply that the coefficients c~~,~~,~~: zie# 
are totally symmetric in their indices. An elementary manipulation then 
gives 
LEMMA. For all z 1, z2 E 9 one has 
G,Cq = c cr,,“*.TjcT). 
ne4 
2.11. It is clear that the c, and the f, generate the same subspace of 
End, V so we may write 
where the Y,~,’ form the entries of an invertible matrix. Moreover rT,zI = 
tr(c,f,,, I’) and by (*) these coefficients completely determine the mul- 
tiplication rules of the c,. Now GL( V, Q) acts by conjugation on End, V 
and induces a transitive action on the set of all choices of pairwise 
orthogonal minimal projections in End, V. Both tr(c,fr,, V) and the mul- 
tiplication rules of the c, are invariant under this action. 
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Now suppose we are given a finite group A whose irreducible characters 
are defined over Q and are parametrized by Y. Define ZT,,ZZ,c, E N by 
Then 
xzl xr2 = 1 C,,z2,z3x53: x7 E h-red A. 
T)E9 
and are hence totally symmetric. Let {K,: r E 9} denote the set of con- 
jugacy classes of A. Take g, E K,. 
LEMMA. The following two statements are equivalent. 
0) tr(c,fre, V = x,(g,,), VT, 7’. 
(9 crl,r2,T3 = ~z,,T2,T3~ h z2, ~3. 
Define a vector x( g,,) E V with coordinates x,( g,,): r E 9. Then the vec- 
tors x(g,,): z’ E 9 form a basis for K Let yZ, denote the projection of V 
onto Qx(gZ,) defined by this basis. These form a set of minimal pairwise 
orthogonal projections and have matrix entries y7P.s,rZ given by 
c “L,r* x,(g) =xr,k.,,). 
qsf 
Now let the c”, E End, V be defined to have matrix entries C”r,r,,r2 (with 
respect to the above basis of V). The second orthogonality relation for 
irreducible characters gives 
(*I 
Now identifying V with the Q vector space generated by all xr we may 
identify F, (resp. yZ,) with the image under + of x7 (resp. the projection e,, 
in the character algebra Q (xr : T E Y} satisfying erPxT = x,(g,,)e,,). Con- 
sequently Q{Z,:r~9}=0{~~:.: r’ E -O} and so (*) and our remarks 
concerning the action of GL( V, Q) prove the lemma. 
2.12. In order to obtain the relation 2.3(ii) for the z,: w  E W we 
must evaluate the circle product replacing a,,, by a positive integer. 
Remarkably when the conclusion of 2.11 holds there is only one way to do 
this. The relevant lemma goes back to J. A. Green [2, 1.6d]. (I am indebted 
to A. Juhasz for this reference.) 
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LEMMA. Let 0 be a ring homomorphism of the character ring of a finite 
group A into Z such that 6(x,) >O for all z. Then B(~,)=deg xI5 
Vx, E Irred A. 
We given the proof for completion. Let xreg denote the regular character 
of A and eE A the identity element. One has xregxr = xregxZ(e) and so 
Qreg) 0(x,) = Qreg) x,(e). Under the hypothesis of the lemma O(xreg) # 0 
and so Q,)=xc(e), as required. 
2.13. We may now give our sum rule. Let 9% be a double cell. By 
the above 
THEOREM. For all left cells &, G$ of ~2% one has 
Remark. Although we do not know how to interrelate z, and z,-1 we 
do know [S, 5.71 that z,/z,-I=: k is independent of the choice of 
w  E G& n %?;I. Choose positive coprime integers r, s such that k = r/s. Then 
sz,= rz,-1, so we can write z,=rkw, z,-I =sk, for some k,E N+. Set 
I= rs. We obtain 
which is a generalization of the standard rule in group theory (where I= 1 
and k w  = deg x,). An immediate example for I > 1 is when Z= card H for 
some fusion subgroup of A where the Zk, are the degrees of the induced 
characters (see 3.3). In Section 3 we find a more general situation giving 
such a sum rule. 
2.14. We can immediately get much more precise results assuming 
A BQ commutative. First of all zr, = 1 for all r E$ n %‘;’ when V1 is a 
Lusztig cell. Actually an examination of Lusztig’s W module description of 
cells given in [12, 151 combined with [13, 12.151 shows that [U] is mul- 
tiplicity free of length 2 IAl which is independent of the choice of left cell V 
in B$. Thus our sum rule implies that z,* = 1 for any involution in @?? 
(recall the equivalences discussed in 2.9). Take TV, zZ E’% A V-‘. It is clear 
that ii,, 0 ii,, is a sum of the ii,: z E V n V-’ with integer coefficients 20 and 
so the ccmdition z,* = 1 for all involutions implies that we can have only 
one term and this occurs with coefficient 1. Let r~ denote the Duflo 
involution in (e. Then by [S, 3.41 we have 
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so the d,: z E % n w:-i form a commutative group under the circle product 
with identity ii,. Moreover d, 0 ii, = ii,, Vz~%‘n%t-~ by the cyclicity of 
coefficients defined in 2.1. We conclude that this group is isomorphic to Zi 
and hence to A. (It should more properly be identified with the group of 
characters A * of A.) Now again by (*) and positivity of coefficients we con- 
clude for all w  E g-l, T E V n V-’ that d, 0 ii, can have only one term, say 
ii,, and that this occurs with coefficient 1. Hence this action corresponds to 
a group action on the set @!-I. We claim that the orbits are the g’ n V1, 
where V’ runs over the left cells of SZ. By the remark in 2.1 it is clear that 
the V n w-l are invariant. Conversely given w, y ~$7 n W’ then 
ii,od,-1 #O and is a sum of terms of the form ii,: r EGT?~ V-’ (there may 
be several such terms). Any ii, occurring in the sum satisfies (by cyclicity) 
that d, 0 &, = ZY (and again applying cyclicity we can also conclude that the 
coefficient of ii, in the sum is exactly one). This proves the assertion. We 
conclude that [Vn V-l1 divides the order of I%‘n %-‘I which is just IAl 
and that z,* is independent of the choice of w  E Vn GS-‘. Finally, the 
above asserted group property of GS n V-’ implies by the equivalent asser- 
tion of 2.11 that G!? is a Lusztig cell (i.e., any left cell in %? is a Lusztig cell) 
and so in particular c,,, = +l for all w  E V n V-’ and all E irreducible 
occurring in [‘%I. (However, see 4.2, the coefficients c;,,,, can be powers 
of 2.) 
Notice that to prove the above we only needed the following two facts 
from Lusztig’s theory 
(i) For each left cell ‘3 in 9% the W module [$?I is multiplicity free of 
length independent of the choice of %‘. 
(ii) For some left cell %? one has z,* = 1 for all z E %? n W-l. 
Part (ii) is certainly the harder. Apart from the present analysis based on 
[S; 15, I] it uses the results in [13] giving the character table of A in terms 
of the c,,+ This required results from the representation theory of 
Chevalley groups. On the other hand, it also follows from assuming the 
hypothesis of 2.8 to hold for A commutative (which is less difficult to 
prove) if we could find an alternative approach to the question raised in 
remark 2.8. For example, the case 1% n V’I = 2 was thereby treated in [9, 
3.12-3.151. 
Let us set explicitly the most essential result proved above. 
THEOREM. Fix a double cell B? and assume that A,,‘is commutative. 
Fix w  E 9% and let V’ (resp. %) be the left cell containing w  (resp. w-l). 
Then 
z,z,-I = I%? n WII/IV’ n $$-‘I 
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and in particular is a power of 2 dividing IAJ (which also equals 
1% n %-‘I). 
Remark 1. It is false that z,z,-I divides IAl in general (see [9, 3.23 J); 
but we show that z, divides IAl for any w  in a Lusztig cell. 
Remark 2. When he visited Rehovot (in December 1984) Lusztig 
suggested to me that a formula of this nature should be true. 
2.15. Fix a double cell 9%‘. Assume for the moment that A is com- 
mutative. From the discussion in 2.14 we see that ii,: z E$ n%F’ acts by 
the identity on the “orbit sums” C (ii,: Vi n %?~l>. Actually this holds quite 
generally. 
LEMMA. Let WI, G$ be left cells in CZW. Then for all z E %?I n %?;I one has 
This is a straightforward manipulation using 2.1(i), (ii) and 2.4(**). 
Remark. At least when VI is a Lusztig cell we should naturally identify 
the term in round brackets as the regular character of A. Again it is clear 
that we get a similar result with respect to right multiplication by ii,: 
‘F; n $?,I. Then the argument in 2.8(i) shows that this term generates a sim- 
ple Hecke algebra module which must be the Goldie rank representation 
thereby occurring with multiplicity one in any left cell. Of course this is an 
old result; but Lusztig informed me (May 1985) that from the methods of 
[ 151 he had found a new proof. Notice we have only used cyclic symmetry 
and the endomorphism results [S, 4.3, 4.6, 6.51 and not Duflo involutions. 
2.16. Our real aim is to compute the zw, whereas the present 
methods can do no better than z,z,-1. Let us, however, reduce the 
ambiguity as must as possible. Fix a double cell 9% and let (%‘j};=, be its 
set of left cells. Recalling [S, 5.71 we define for each pair i, j the non-zero 
rational number qij := z,/z,-, , for some w  E Vj n %?,-’ (which is not empty 
by [13, 12.161). 
LEMMA. One has 
0) qrr = 4;‘. 
cii) qikqk, = 40. 
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Part (i) is obvious. For (ii) replace x by x-r in 2.3(ii) and then take 
x E Vi n U,‘, y E 9?,. n %?~l. This gives 
z,zy-1 = c c:-I ,Y,WZWS 
w E e, n -1 %?, 
Interchanging x, y gives 
where the latter was obtained by replacing w  by w-l in the sum and using 
2.1(i), (ii). Comparison with our previous expression gives the assertion. 
3. CONVEX REPRESENTATIONS 
3.1. In order to extend the conclusions of 2.14 to the case when A 
is not commutative we must study modules over the character ring d = 
Z{xz: xI E Irred A} having a Z basis {qpr} such that xipr is a non-negative 
integer linear combination of the basis elements. If we let dirs denote the 
coefficient of cpS in this decomposition, then by 2.l(ii) (see remark) we may 
assume that d,, = d,,. 
3.2. The above leads to the following general question. Let &’ be a 
ring which (to make thinks easy) we assume is both a finitely generated 
free Z module and a semisimple ring. Assume that we have a E basis {a,] 
for SX! such that 
a$,= f ctikak, 
k=l 
where the ciik are cyclically symmetric and non-negative. For example, take 
a=z{a ,,,: w  E 9% >. Notice further that if d is commutative the cijk must 
be totally symmetric and, for example, this occurs in the situation of 2.10. 
We shall refer to the pair (&‘, a), where a denotes the basis (ai> above, as 
a convex ring. 
Now let {&, a> be a convex ring. We say that (A, b} is a convex 
module for {d, a} if JZ is an J&’ module and a finitely generated free Z 
module with Z basis b = {b,.) satisfying 
with d,,, E fU Call (4, b} and {A’, b’} equivalent if their structure 
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constants d,, are all the same. We shall say that {AT’, b) is symmetric 
if d,, = di,,, Vi, Y, s. Notice that { ~2, a> is a convex module over itself; 
but it is not necessarily symmetric unless d is commutative. Here we 
note that for [%?I one has a * operation (see [S, Sects. 4,6] which 
compensates for this lack of symmetry. Write bfz M (uniquely) in the 
form b=Cj3,b,.:fi,EE and define [b] := {b,Ipr#O). We call {&,b} 
pseudocycZic if Z{ [sib,]: i = 1,2, . . . . TZ} = & for all r = 1,2, . . . . m. Although 
pseudocyclicity may at first seem rather arbitrary we recall that it was an 
essential ingredient in the original definition of a left cell first given in [4]. 
Pseudocyclicity also arises in the context of the presentation of Weyl group 
representations given in [6] ( see Section 3.2 in particular). Of course one 
should remark that in these two examples we also had some of the dirs 
being negative. In the first case this could have been avoided had we taken 
the basis of Z W defined by the Bernstein-Gelfand projective functors (cf. 
[S, 2.41). Actually in our case we shall see that pseudocyclicity is implied 
by a rather more natural condition. 
Let .&‘* = Hom,(&z’, Z) be the dual module which is a module for dopp, 
with dual basis (<?)y= 1 and structure constants d&= d,,,. Set yz4, = 
d OH Q, &o = &’ Qz Q. Under the present hypothesis of semisimplicity we 
have doppz d and &o is cyclic over Q o&o is isomorphic to a sub- 
module of do CJ &Y& is cyclic over do. Call b E A? to be Q-cyclic (resp. 
Q-cocyclic) if its image in &Zo is cyclic (resp. the dual vector <EM* is 
cyclic in 45). Call &‘Z to be Q-cyclic if &Yo is cyclic. One can of course 
easily have & to be Q-cyclic without being cyclic though in this case we 
can still embed A in .&‘. 
It is not too easy to classify all d modules 4, unlike the comparable 
situation over Q; though we do have the remarkable, Jordan-Zassenhaus 
theorem which implies finiteness of isomorphism classes ([ 1, 79.11-I am 
indebted to J. Dixmier for this reference). I have no knowledge of any 
results when one insists on fixing bases as above-except those pertaining 
to cells. We make a very modest start in this direction by proving a 
finiteness result in a very special situation and show in particular how our 
considerations tie in with Section 2. 
3.3. Let A be a finite group whose irreducible characters (x j>;= i 
are defined over Q and d = Z{xI: i = 1, 2, . . . . n> its character ring. We have 
already observed that (~2, x} is a convex ring, Call B a fusion subgroup of 
A (we shorten here the usual pedantic terminology) if whenever hi, hS E B 
are conjugate in A, then hi, h2 are conjugate in B. For example, if A is 
commutative, B any subgroup or if A is the group S, of all permutations of 
k elements and B the subgroup, SI: I < k of all permutations of E of these 
elements which we call by slight abuse of terminology the fusion subgroup 
S, of Sk. Set q,. = Ind$ $,: { $p}yz I = Irred B and let @ denote the character 
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ring of B. The hypothesis implies that the cpI are linearly independent over 
Z and hence that the $, must have been defined over Q. From the standard 
formula XI(Indg $,.) = Ind$Resi xi)+,, it follows easily that {&?!, cp} is a 
convex symmetric representation of {J$, x} which is actually a sub- 
representation, i.e., Q-cyclic. We note that this is quite far from providing 
all equivalence classes of Q-cyclic symmetric convex representations; yet it 
does provide all those occurring as modules over the character ring Q(&: 
z~%?n w-l}, where V is a Lusztig cell. We have already seen this (2.14) 
when A,, is commutative and we have checked it in the remaining cases 
using the W module structure of left cells given by Lusztig in [12, 15-J. 
Here it is important to note that we also get convex symmetric represen- 
tations which are not Q-cyclic if g is of type F4, E6, E,, E, and A is not 
commutative. In fact let %‘, V’ be double cells in 9% with +? a Lusztig cell. 
Let E be a W module occurring in both [g] and [%“I. Recall that [U] is 
multiplicity free. Take do = [U n U-‘1 and do = [%” n %-‘I which is a 
left ~$o module and isomorphic to Horn& [U], [%‘I). In Lusztig’s [13, 
pp. XII-XIV] theory E corresponds to a conjugacy class K, of A. Let 
&, E do denote the projection xTI I--+ x,,( g,). The reader will easily check that 
dim(&&‘o) = [[Q?‘]: E] (which can equal 2). We remark that in Lusztig’s 
theory the special (or Goldie rank representation) corresponds, by say 2.6, 
2.15, to the conjugacy class K,, containing the identity of A and so we 
always have dim c?,,&” = 1. Moreover since ZrO = (l/IAI)feg this statement 
is equivalent to IAl =CrEwnQ-~ CweqrnQ-,( - l)m(*)~,*~,,,,,-~ =z,~z,;I, 
by 2.3(ii), which is just our sum rule 2.13. Again dim ero&‘o = 1 implies the 
pseudocyclicity of A. (Apply xreg to any ii,: w  E %‘I n q-l. Since the xregiiw 
are all proportional we must have Z[xregd,] = J%’ as required. 
Pseudocyclicity of &’ can also be proved by the argument given in 2.14.) In 
summary we can compute dim(e,&o) from Horn& [%I, [%?‘I) and then it 
is not hard to determine (A, i} as a symmetric convex pseudocyclic 
representation (surprisingly enough uniquely). The results are listed in the 
Appendix. 
3.4. We conclude this section by giving some beginning general 
theory of symmetric convex Q-cyclic modules of the character ring of a 
finite group A all of whose irreducible characters are defined over Q. The 
main interest of our results is that just by assuming symmetry (and 
Q-cyclicity) we get rather surprisingly a product formula which ties up 
exactly with what we need to describe multiplicity in the whole of 9% 
under the circle product. Moreover this leads to some numerical estimates 
that limit the number of possible equivalence classes (to be finite). Without 
symmetry this would obviously fail. Also we thereby produce modules over 
the character ring which do not admit a basis in which the structure con- 
stants are symmetric-a direct proof of which is extremely messy. 
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3.5. Define A as in 3.3 and define crjk E N through 
x*x,= f cykxk. (1) 
k=l 
By 2.11 the cilk are totally symmetric. Let & be the character ring of A with 
basis x = (xi>:= 1. Then {&‘, x> is a commutative convex ring. Let J%? be a 
submodule of JZ! with Z basis cp = { qp, >y= 1 and set 
It is not assumed for the moment that the d,, are non-negative. 
Associativity in the multiplication rules of (1) and (2) is equivalent to the 
identities 
Obviously we can write 
z=l 
Let ci (resp. di) denote the matrix with entries cljk (resp. d,,,). Substitution 
of (4) in (1) and (2) gives 
aci = d,a. (5) 
Determining the equivalence classes for the pair { 4, ‘pj can be viewed as 
finding all possible bases of JZ in Se leaving the structure constants dirs 
unchanged and some choices may be better then others. Towards this we 
set 
From (3) and the total symmetry of cIJk one checks that 
Thus for fixed (crS};= 1 we conclude that a submodule of .GQ’ with generators 
C, Qr,sas is an image of Jz‘. Hence it is a submodule isomorphic to & and 
has the same structure constants if and only if the C, Or.~as are linearly 
4x1/1 lR/?-3 
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independent. Consequently if N denotes the Z submodule of & generated 
by the O,, we conclude that N is an image of direct sum of copies of je;l 
and in particular that Ann, JV c Ann, J?. 
Conversely let x1 denote the trivial character and observe that cyclic 
symmetric of the cijk implies that the coefficient of x1 in x,x, equals 1 if i=j 
and 0 otherwise. We conclude by substitution in (2) and (4) that 
(8) 
and so Jz’ is a submodule of JV and hence Ann, J?’ = Ann, J. Since A is 
commutative semisimple Artinian, this further implies ,%e, = Nc . Obviously 
we can choose J&! = JV if and only if J%?, JV are isomorphic as d modules; 
but this can fail (see A.4). Finally, observe that C Or,Jas is a basis for do if 
and only if C CI,~), is cocyclic. We may summarize our conclusions as 
follows. Call x a real character of A if x = C c(,xj: IX, E N. 
LEMMA. The map 
sets up a bijection between the Q-cocyclic vectors of J$& and the set of bases 
of J& admitting the d,,, as structure constants. In particular if the d,, E N 
then the basis vectors of JZ can be chosen as real characters of A, so in this 
case x ‘eg E A$. 
3.6. Let {K,};=, denote the set of conjugacy classes of A. Let 
{ gi};= r be the characteristic functions of the {Ki};= r, that is, ki(gi) = 6, 
(where 6 is the Kronecker delta) Vg, E K,. Of course one knows that the 
(S,};, r form a basis for do, that for each i the least positive integer n, such 
that e,=niP,E& is exactly fAl/lKzK,l, and that Z(e,: i= 1, 2, . . . . n} is a sub- 
group of d of index det x,(g,). We recall that J& is Q-cyclic (and hence a 
submodule of G!) if and only if dim, e+%‘o < 1, Vi, and that these numbers 
determine the isomorphism class of .,&o as an do module. In particular if 
JY is Q-cyclic then the q,(l) are determined up to an overall scalar. Then 
from 3.5 and the remark concerning pseudocyclicity in 3.3 we conclude that 
COROLLARY. Let { 4, cp} be a convex submoduIe of the character ring 
(-Qz, x}. Then {A, cp} is pseudocyclic and up to an overall sign q,(l) E N +, 
Vr. 
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3.7. From now on we assume that L&, = d,3,, but not that these 
coefficients are 30. Then (5) gives cia* =a*d, and so (a*a)~,=c~(a*a), 




We write Yr simply as Y. We can interpret (9) and (10) as implying that 
Y(g): g E A is an eigenvalue of a*a corresponding to the eigenvector 
(xi(g)):, r. Consequently Y(g) >O, VgEA. Given cp E&, we define 
Supp q = {g E A 1 rp(g) #O}. If we make the change of basis cp, I-+ (Or,s@,) 
in do prescribed by 3.5 (where C E~(P, is a Q-cocyclic-equivalently 
Q-cyclic vector) then a,, = C, d,,, s CI in this new basis and from (9) we 
obtain 
which is a cyclic vector in this new but equivalent form of J%d :== 
Q(C,“,, Qr,scI,; r= 1, 2, . . . . m}. Consequently Supp Y =) Supp 9, V’cp EA. 
(All this needs a little thought though actually it is trivial.) Set S = Supp Y. 
LEMMA. One has 
Part (i) follows from (9) and the second orthogonality relation for 
irreducible characters. Part (ii) follows from (i) by a standard argument. 
3.8. Retain the notation and hypotheses of 3.5-3.7. 
PROPOSITION. One has 
for all r, s = 1, 2, . . . . m. 
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A simple manipulation using (1 ), (4), and (5) gives 
and so 
Evaluating at g and summing over g EA gives 
gFA dd cp,(g) = I4 (aa*),,. 
Yet aa* is invertible and so by 3.7(ii) we obtain 
(11) 
(12) 
Yet the square bracketed term lies in ~2’o so by 3.7(ii) must vanish. 
Resubstitution of the resulting expression in (11) gives the assertion of the 
proposition. 
3.9. Let us draw some numerical conclusions from 3.8. For each 
g E S let d, denote the greatest common divisor of the non-zero q,(g). We 
conclude from 3.8 that y(g) divides dz and hence takes the form di/mg, 
where mg is the greatest common divisor of the non-zero O,,(g) (recalling 
also here the analysis in 3.5 which implies U,,, Supp O,, = Supp !P). Let us 
write q:(g) = d;‘q,(g), which is an integer. Substitution in 3.7(i) gives 
which can only have finitely many solutions. Since 3.8 gives 
q:(g) cp%)m, = i XAg)dirs 
i=l 
we conclude that there are finitely many solutions for the dir,. In particular 
we have the 
THEOREM. Let {&‘,x} be the (convex) character ring of a finite group A 
all of whose irreducible characters are defined over Cl!. Then {s?, x} admits 
only finitely many Q-cyclic (convex) symmetric modules {J&, cp}. 
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Remark. Convexity (i.e., non-negative d,,) is not essential, but sym- 
metry obviously is. 
3.10. Retain the above hypotheses and notation, Since !P E d we 
easily conclude that mg divides d,. Recall the definition of the eg := ei, 
gE Ki and Jlr. 
LEMMA. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) egE&, VgES. 
(ii) F(g) divides cp(g), Vq~d2’, VgfS. 
(iii) dg=mg, VgE:S. 
(iv) &=M. 
The orthogonality relation 3.7(ii) implies that for all g E S one has 
Hence (i), (ii) are equivalent. Again (iii) implies that Y(g)-’ p,(g) = q,“(g) 
and so implies (ii). If (ii) holds then d, is divisable by Y(g) = d$m, and so 
d, divides mg and so they are equal. Hence (iii). Again by 3.8 the relation 
@r,,(g) = cp,“(g) CPM 
is equivalent to (iii) which hence implies (iv). Conversely if JV 3 JZ%?, then 
dg divides mg and so equals mg, that is, (iv) implies (iii). 
3.11. One easily checks that 
We set mg = 0 if g $ S and we recall for ge S that mg is the largest common 
divisor of the O,,(g): Y, s = 1,2, . . . . m. It follows that the (mgjgaA depend 
only on the isomorphism class of &! as an d module and moreover one 
easily checks that taking any Z basis of 4 in (*), the resulting matrix 
entries have the same common divisors (equal to mg : g E S). Of course this 
holds any d module & which is a finitely generated free Z module. 
Although (for Q-cyclic modules) S determines the isomorphism class of Jo 
as an J& module, it is false that the mg : g E A determine the isomorphism 
class 4 as an G’ module, although this might be true for those which are 
convex and symmetric (with respect to a suitable basis). Actually for A 
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commutative or for A E Si: id 5 we found that even S determines the 
isomorphism class of a symmetric Q-cyclic representation. 
Define an element 0 E &,o by setting O(g) = mg, Vg E A. If one of the 
equivalent conditions of 3.10 holds then 0 = Iv and so 0 E&‘. Conversely 
does 0 cd imply that M= M? Again suppose J%! = JV. Then does q,(e) 
divides IAI, Vi = 1,2, . . . . m? Finally, we prove the 
LEMMA. Let A! be a Q-cyclic d module. Then A’ admits at most one 
structure as a symmetric {d, x} module. 
Let {cp,k=,, {q~:lL d enote the Z bases for J?’ in which the structure 
constants are integer-valued and symmetric. We may write 
where the matrix b with entries b,, has determinant f 1. Let us show that 
in fact b*b = Id. This will imply that b is a permutation and hence give the 
assertion of the lemma. In fact this is an easy consequence of 3.7(ii) if we 
note that the d, (and the mg) are independent of the choice of basis and 
recall the !P( g) = d,‘lm,. 
3.12. Let & be a Q-cyclic J&’ module. Then for each Q-cyclic vec- 
tor m E J& the quotient group k/&m is finite. We define the cyclicity index 
of &’ to be the smallest possible value of IA’/&mI. Note that if one of the 
equivalent conditions of 3.10 holds we may take m = Y to compute this 
index. One may also check that for a fixed isomorphism class J& of &,o 
module (i.e., for a fixed S) there is a unique isomorphism class JZ” of 
largest index, namely that with basis eg: g E S. If 4 obtains by the induc- 
tion construction of 3.3 then it has cyclicity index one with IndgXtnV being 
its cyclic vector. One may guess that there is exactly one isomorphism class 
which is cyclic, the conjectured candidate being J%‘” := {x 1 e,X = 0, Vg # S>. 
Finally, let ~4’ be an ~2 module lying between A” and A’. Does its 
cyclicity index equal /4!“/&J? 
Finally, we remark that the formula in the proposition in 3.8 has not 
only a computational significance. Indeed let us define the normalized basis 
(@5,1>~z1 of & through 
Then 
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which is very nearly what we need to recover the ring defined in 2.1. 
Actually one must introduce matrix units to obtain the correct structure, 
but the modification is only slight. Again one has 
where 
“f-w= IAl geA -L c @r(g) G,(g) 4&(g), 
which is totally symmetric. 
4. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE MODULES L(L(wA),L(y1)) 
4.1. Fix a double cell 9&Z and let V be a (left) Lusztig cell of 9%?+ 
By [ 13, Sect. 41 we have a bijection r H xr of g n V-’ onto Irred A and a 
bijection Et-+ KE of the irreducible W subrepresentations of [U] (which is 
multiplicity free) onto the conjugacy classes of A such that c,,~ = x,( g), 
Vge KE. (See 2.6 for definition of c,,~.) By 2.3(i), 2.6, 2.7, and 2.11 we 
obtain (recalling that A z A,) the 
THEOREM. Choose zl, z2, z3 E V n F’. The number of times the simple 
module L(M(A), L(z,J.)) occurs in Sot L(L(T~;~), L(zzil)) is exactly the coef- 
ficient of xrj in the decomposition of xT,xzz. 
Remarks. In particular for involutions in a Lusztig cell we have exactly 
one counterexample to conjecture G& of [.5, 5.111 in the diagonal case 
w  = y, namely when A = S5 (which occurs only in type E,) and when z 1 ) r2 
(resp. z3) correspond to the character of degree 6 (resp. a character of 
degree 5). By cyclicity this forces a counterexample in the off-diagonal case. 
We do not know how to describe rl, z2, z3 as elements of W. 
4.2. One can ask if Sot L(L(w/z), L( yl)) is multiplicity free when A 
is commutative. In fact a careful reading of 2.14 shows that this is true 
when w, y E %‘r n %‘;’ for any pair of left cells of 9%. Nevertheless it fails in 
general and we can give a fairly precise description of its behaviour. For 
the reader in a hurry we remark that this analysis is unnecessary to merely 
find a counterexample to [S, 5.11, %&I or to the question raised in 2.8. 
Fix a double cell 98, assume that A is commutative, and let ‘ix,, 
97 2, . . . . G$ denote the left cells of 98. We recall that each ‘Xi is multiplicity 
free as a W module. Let I, denote the number of common representations 
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in pi and G$. Let R, denote the Q vector space [9?Z:’ n %,I which we recall 
identifies through right multiplication with Hom&[%l], [%!$I), so that 
I,= dim, R, = IV,‘nq(. By 2.1 we obtain (for the circle product) 
that R,o Rkl = 0, j# k, and R, 0 RJk c R,,. Moreover it is clear that 
dim&R,0 Rjk) is just the number I, of W modules common to y, wj, wk 
considered as W modules. 
We recall (2.14) that for each i the space R, identifies with the group 
algebra of A * and more precisely each ii,: r E qL:’ n Vi identifies with a 
(distinct) irreducible character of A. Recall (2.14) that A* acts on WC-’ n ‘ij. 
Indeed given XE A* and WE%?:’ nqj, we choose the unique BEG?-l nVL 
corresponding to x and recall that Z,o d, = 6, for some unique y E 9ZZr1 n ‘+$ 
which we may denote by x . w. Let A$ denote the stabilizer of w  E ‘G9-l n Wj 
in A* under this action. As noted in 2.14 one has that Vl~l n V, is a single 
A* orbit and so IA* [/[A$/ = I, for all w  E %?-’ n %ij. Now given x E VZrl n GZk 
we let S,,, denote the AZ orbit in V,-’ n Vj containing z. 
PROPOSITION. Fix w  E %?,:I n %,, y  E GfT,-’ n %,,, x E V,Y’ n Wk. Then 
0) IfL,A = kk/lgk. 
(ii) iF,o&=s CxESiiX, where S is an A$ orbit in %,:’ n %Tk and 
s=l. J IAl 
(which is a power of 2). 
It is clear that the left-hand side of (ii) is A$ stable. Let us show that it is 
a single AZ orbit. Suppose that iiX,, ii, occur in the expansion of ii, 0 ii,. 
Then by 2.1(v) we have c,,,~,~~I#O and c,,,,,1#0. By 2.1(i), (ii) we 
obtain c,,-~,,~, y- , #O and so ii, occurs with a positive coefficient in 
lTi,-1 0 ii,,. By positivity and because c,, y,Xil # 0 it follows that d,, occurs 
with a positive coefficient in (ii, 0 ii,,-,) 0 ii,. Yet as we already noted in 2.14 
the term ii,od,-I is exactly the sum of those terms ~5,: z E %?Z:’ n Wi 
corresponding to the stabilizer A$ of w  in A*. This proves the assertion 
and of course that each a, occurring in the right-hand side of (ii) occurs 
with the same coefficient which is just ( -l)m(z)~,,y,X-~. 
By 2.3(ii) we obtain from (ii) that 
z,-lzy-l=s~s~z,-I. 
*  *  *  
Yet since c~,~,~-, = cy-l,,-l,, we equally well get 
Z w* ZY* =slSlz,*. 
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Combined with our previous expression we conclude from 2.14 that 
Since ZZi = Z,j = IA 1 it remains to prove (i). 
Take XE S and identify Rik = [%?-’ n %$I with Q{A*/A:) as above. 
Since ii, 0 RJj = R, (as shown in 2.14) it follows that ii, 0 R,k = R,o RJk. Yet 
as shown above, the elements in the left-hand side are orbit sums for the 
action of A$, moreover every ii,. . x’ E R, occurs in the left-hand side with 
some non-zero coefficient by 2.l(iv). We conclude that ii, 0 Rjk identifies 
with Q{Az\A*/A:} and so I, = dim(R,o RJk) = IAz\A*/A,*I, which 
equals IA*/A$A,*I by the commutativity of A*. Finally, Af,A,*/A,* z 
AZ/AZ n Ai z S, which combined with our previous observation gives (i). 
Remarks. One obtains a similar result with respect to the right action 
of A* and then it is comforting to check that this gives the same result for 
s. We recall again that the coefficient of the right-hand side of (ii) is just the 
multiplicity of the simple module L(M(I), L(xi)) in SocL(L(w-‘A), 
L( yA))--also in L(L(w-‘I), L( yn)) by Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 
arguments (cf. [S, 4.131). Thus we obtain a counterexample to both [IS, 
5.11, V,,] and the question raised in 2.8 if we can find a situation for which 
s > 1. We obtain an example in D, with s = 2, ISI = 1. Finally, when i = k 
(so then w-l, y E %‘:I n Vi;:) we find that s = 1, which is the multiplicity one 
result obtained in 2.14 recalled above. 
4.3. Let us show how to compute s above and to establish the con- 
jecture in [S, 6.21 in the case when A is commutative. If g is exceptional, 
then A commutative implies A z B,. Then it is only a matter to show that 
given any left cell V1 of 9%‘, there exists a second left cell %$ such that 
I$ n U;“l = 1. In view of [13, 12.151 this can easily be verified from 
Lusztig’s tables in [12, II]. Thus we are reduced to the classical case, In 
type A, there is nothing to prove (cf. [S, 5.81 in this connection); types B,, 
C, are isomorphic and under appropriate identification lead to exactly the 
same results as in type D, (as will become clear). Thus we shall mainly 
restict our attention to type D,. 
Take g of type D,. According to Lusztig [ 12, II; 141 the double cells in 
W are indexed by a sequence z1 < z2 < . . . < zti of integers > 0 with no 
consecutive equalities and such that 
,gl zi= n+m2-m (m arbitrary). 
Let k be the number of equal pairs and set r = m - k. One has I Al = 2’- ‘, 
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moreover one easily verifies that the algebra [I%&‘] depends only on Y and 
that to compute the c,,,,~ we can assume zi = i without lose of generality. 
Here we do not need (by 4.2) to distinguish left cells which are isomorphic 
as W modules. We recast Lusztig’s description of this W module structure 
as below. Set Z= { 1,2, . . . . 2m) and let S(Z) denote the (permutation) 
group of all bijections of Z. 
We define 8 E S(Z) to be an admissible involution if for all Jo Z such that 
j < 0(j) one has j $0( j + 1) < 0(j). Define sij E S(Z) to be the transposition 
interchanging just i, j. Given an admissible involution 6 we define the sub- 
group H,: (s~,~~~): i= 1, 2, . . . . 2m) of S(Z). It is easy to show that H, is 
commutative and hence isomorphic to Zy. The irreducible representations 
of W occurring in 9% are indexed by the subsets X of Z of cardinality m in 
which X and its complement are identified. (In types B,, C, the only dif- 
ferences are that Z is replaced by {Z, 2m + 1 } with admissible involutions 
defined as before and the subset X having cardinality m + 1 with no iden- 
tification being made.) Here the special or Goldie rank representation E0 is 
identified with X0 := { 1, 3, 5, . . . . 2m - 1 }, which one checks has no two 
elements in an H, orbit for any 0. Then to each admissible involution 6 we 
define a left cell V0 whose W modules are indexed by {H&,,} and so by 
f10 := HO/( 0), which we remark has cardinality 2” - ’ = 2’- i. Writing I, for 
I B,,B,, etc., we obtain the 
LEMMA. Assume g of type B,, C, or D,. Then 
(i) xl, = IH,, n HO,1 = 2izl<Bz,B~>I. 
(ii) XI,, = IH,, n H,, n He,1 = 21z’<er.e~,ek>‘, where x = 1 in types B,, 
C,; x = 2 in type D,. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the double cell indexed by { 1,2, 3,4, 5,6} which 
occurs (recall earlier identifications) for the first time in D,. Setting siJ = (ij) 
we have six distinct admissible involutions which lead to the subgroups 
HI = <(12), (34), (56)), Hz= <(12), (361, (54)), ff,= <(N, (34), (52)), 
Hz,= <(14), (321, (56)), H,= ((1% (321, (54)), He= <(14), (361, (52)). 
One easily checks that I,, = 2, Zz3 = 1, 1i3 = 2, I,, = 2, Zz4 = 1, Zs4 = 1, 
whereas I,, = 4, Vi. Thus Eiz3 = 1 = &,. We conclude that s = 1 for the triple 
1,2, 3 whereas s = 2 and ISI = 1 for the triple 2, 3,4. The latter gives the 
required counterexample to the question raised in remark 2.8. 
4.4. As in 4.3 we fix a double cell 9%. Let C denote the set of all 
involutions in W. Let % be a left cell of 9%. It was conjectured in [S, 6.21 
that the modules Sot L(L(wl), L(wA)): w  E%’ and L(M(I), L(za)): 
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r E 97 n z generate the same subgroup of the Grothendieck group. By 2.3 
this is equivalent to showing that 
Z{l!i,-14 ,:wEce*)=Z{ii,:-cE~*n~C). 
Below we establish this when A is commutative. As explained above we 
may omit the star. Furthermore in this case g n 2 = 92 n V-l. As in 4.3 one 
reduces easily to the classical case and furthermore the preceding reduction 
applies. To change things a little we shall assume g of type B,. 
The right-hand side of (*) identifies with ZA*. Recall that in 2.14 we 
showed that each term ii,,-, o a, is an orbit sum, more precisely 
(This also follows from 4.2 noting that s= 1 and [S, 3.3, 3.43, which show 
that the identity element iE, occurs in the right-hand side.) Consequently all 
we have to do is to verify that all possible subgroups occur. In view of 
Lusztig’s correspondence and because every left cell is a Lusztig cell (for A 
commutative) this is equivalent to showing that for each admissible 
involution 3 (corresponding to say the cell %‘) the Hen H,, run over the 
“generator” subgroups of H, each generated by a subset of the generators 
of H, as 8’ runs over the admissible involutions. Picking a w  in each inter- 
section 9$, n V;’ will establish (*) and even give a basis for ZA*. 
The proof is of course by induction on m. For m = 0 there is nothing to 
prove. For m = 1 we have Z = ( 1,2, 3) and two admissible involutions 
8, = (12), 6, = (23) and obviously Ho, = iz, whereas HB, n HBz = (e>. 
(Notice we cannot do this in type D,; but then one has an identification.) 
The proof continues in a like manner. Indeed let 0 be an admissible 
involution. One easily checks that there exists i E Z such that e(i) = i-l- 1. 
Either 1 .K i or i + 1 < 2m + 1. Both cases are similar and we consider the 
former. Set Zj,,k =Z\{j, k} and let O,,, denote the restriction of 6 (if it is 
defined) to Z,.k. By the induction hypothesis we can find admissible 
involutions 6” of Z,, + 1 such that H,, ,+1 n H,,, runs over all generator sub- 
groups of HO,,+, . Extend 8” to an admissible involution 8’ of Z by setting 
V(i) = i + 1. Obviously H, n H, runs over all generator subgroups of M, 
containing the generator (i, i + 1). (This is of course the trivial case.) Now 
identify Z,,,+ I with Z,- I,i+ 1 by identifying i- 1 with i+ 1 and extend (7’ 
viewed as an admissible involution of Zi- l,r to an admissible involution 8’ 
of Z by setting 8’( i - 1) = i. We claim that H, n Hg’ runs over the generator 
subgroups of H, not containing the generator (i, if 1). Certainly 
(i, i+ 1) $ H,, because, for example, it does not commute with (i- 1, i). 
Now set Y,==X,\{i,i+l} (where X,={1,3,5,...,2m+l)). Take 
yfz (He,,, 1 n H,.) Y, and let Y’ denote the corresponding subset of Z,+ l.r 
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obtained by replacing i- 1 if it occurs in Y by i+ 1. Observe that 
Yu(i}=Yu(i}oi-l$Y whereas Yu{i+l}=Yu(i-110 
i- 1 E Y. Set X= Yu (i} in the first case and X= Yu {i+ l} in the second. 
The map YH X sets up a bijection between the elements of 
(f&.,+1 n H,.) Y, and the elements of (H, n H,.)X,, hence a bijection 
between HOC ,+, n HO,, and HO n H,., which one easily sees to be the 
restriction of the identity on H,. This proves the required assertion. 
Consequently we have proved the 
THEOREM. Fix a double cell 9% and assume that A = A,, is com- 
mutative. Then for each left cell %? of 9% the modules (Sot L(L(wl), 
L(wl)): w  E %} generate the same subgroup of the Grothendieck group as the 
modules { L(M(l), L(TA)): z E %? n 2’). 
Remark. We recall again that Sot L(L(w;l), L( WA)) is independent of 
the choice of w  E %? n %‘-r and the resulting modules, when %?’ runs over a 
representative family of pairwise non-isomorphic left cells of g%?, form a 
basis for the common subgroup. 
4.5. It is worth noting explicitly that our analysis also proves 
conjecture %s of [S, 5.111 when A is commutative (e.g., for g classical). 
This follows from [S, 6.51 and 6.4(e). 
APPENDIX: CONVEX SYMMETRIC REPRESENTATIONS OF THE 
CHARACTER RINGS OF S,, S4, S, 
A.l. We have computed the convex symmetric Q-cyclic represen- 
tations for the character rings 4 of the symmetric groups S,: i = 3,4,5. 
(These are exactly the non-commutative groups which appear as some 
A,,). We used the method described in 3.9, which is quite effective even 
though at first sight the number of possibilities appears formidable. Here 
we remark that by 3.6 we can assume qF( 1) E N +, ‘dr = 1,2, . . . . m, without 
any loss of generality and this forces IAf/m,lKJ > 1, for all gE S when 
m > 1. Again considerable simplification is achieved if we note that one- 
dimensional characters must act by permutation (as in 2.14). The notation 
is that of [3, pp. 1861883, except that we denote ~(‘1 by xl. 
A.2. Take i = 3. There are exactly three convex symmetric Q-cyclic 
representations of J& : the full character ring &3 with its standard basis, the 
one-dimensional representation with basis xreg (these “trivial” cases exist 
for all i and will not be mentioned further), and the two-dimensional 
representation with basis x1 + x3, x2 + x3 which can be obtained by induc- 
tion as described in 3.3 from the fusion subgroup S,. From the resulting 
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multiplication rules for the first and last of these cases one may easily 
reproduce the information contained in [S, Tables I, II]. We remark that 
x1 + x2, x3 form the basis of convex cyclic representation of LZ$ which is not 
symmetric and does not admit a basis in which the d,, are symmetric and 
integer. 
A.3. Take i= 4. There are exactly live non-trivial convex sym- 
metric Q-cyclic representations of s;l’,. There are two of dimension three, 
The first has basis x1 -t-x4, x2 + xs, x3+x4+x5 and can be obtained by 
induction from the fusion subgroup &. The second has basis x1 -I- xS, 
x2 + x4, x3 + x4 f xS. In a sense it is dual to the first solution; but it does 
not arise by any induction construction because there is no subgroup H of 
S, intersecting non-trivially the appropriate conjugacy classes, namely ( 14), 
(3.1), (4). Indeed such a subgroup would have to be of cardinality 12 yet be 
distinct from A,. There are three solutions in dimension 2. The first has 
basis x1 + x3 +2x4 + xs, x2 + x3 + x4 + 2~~ and can be obtained by induc- 
tion from the fusion subgroup S2. The second has basis x1 + x3 + x4 + 2xs, 
x2+x3+2x4+x5, which in a similar sense is dual to the first solution. 
Finally, the third has basis x1 + x2 -t- 2x3 + x4 + xs, 2(x4-t- x5)+ All solutions 
satisfy the equivalent conditions of 3.10 and all except the last admit !P as a 
cyclic vector. Indeed the last has cyclicity index equal to 2. 
A.4. Take i= 5. There are exactly 10 non-trivial solutions. There is 
one in dimension five. This has basis x1 +x3, x2+x4, x5 -t-x6, x3 -l- xS f x7, 
x4 -I- x6+x7 and can be obtained by induction from the fusion subgroup 
S,. There is one in dimension four. This is particularly interesting because 
it does not satisfy the equivalent conditions of 3.10. We therefore give 
some details. First define elements of Q&S5 through O(g) = mg, Oi(g) = 
m,cpP(g): i= 1, 2, 3,4; VgESg. Up to permutations 3.9 gives the result 
described in Table I. We remark that 0 4 SZ?~ so 3.10 cannot hold. Also 
6r, 8, E S& ; yet 8,, B,$ s&. One can obtain .& c J& with moreover basis 
vectors having coefficients 80 (i.e., as real characters) by the construction 
TABLE I 
(17 (2,13) (22, 1) (4, 1) 
0 30 6 2 2 
01 30 6 2 0 
02 30 -6 2 0 
0s 30 0 -2 2 
04 30 0 -2 -2 
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of 3.5. Here the a,: i= 1,2, 3,4 must satisfy 4(a, +cl, +a, +~,)(a, +a,-- 
a3 - a4)(a1 --a*)(~ - CQ) #O and cli>O for the basis vectors to be real 
characters. For example, we may take a, = 2, LX* = 0, CQ = 1, a4 =O. This 
choice corresponds to the basis obtained on multiplying column 1 (resp. 
column 2) of Table I by 3 (resp. 2). This analysis also shows that we cannot 
choose & c &5 to have a basis (with the symmetric structure constants) 
formed from real characters and such that xreg E A. In the above case we 
only have 3xreg E j%e. The cyclicity index of &’ is also given by the minimal 
positive value of the above expression with ai E Z, Vi, and equals 24. 
There are exactly four solutions in dimension 3. The first has basis 
xl + 2x3 + x5 + x7, x2 + 2x4 + x6 + x7, x3 + x4 + 2(x5 +x6 + x7) and can be 
obtained by induction from the fusion subgroup S,. The second has basis 
x1+x2+x3+x4+x5+x69 X3+X4+2X79 x3+x4+2(x5+x6+x7). It has 
cyclicity index 2. The third has basis x1+x3+ x4+ x6+ x7, x2+ x3+ 
x4 + xs + x7, x3 + x4 + 2(x5 + x6 +x7) and is cyclic. The fourth has basis 
Xl + X3 + 2(X4 + Xd + x6 + 2x7, X2+2X3+X4+X5+2tX6+X7)~ x3+X4+ 
2(x5 +x6 +x7) and is cyclic. All four solutions satisfy 3.10. 
There are exactly four solutions in dimension 2. The first has basis 
xl + 3x3 + X4 + 3X5 + 2%6 + 3x7, X2 + X3 + 3x4 + 2X5 + 3x6 + 3x7 and can be 
obtained by induction from the fusion subgroup S2. The second has basis 
X1+X2+2(X3+X4)+3(Xs+X6)+2X7, ~(X~+X~+X~+XS+~X~) and has 
cyclicity index 2. The third has basis x1 + 2(x3 + x4 + xs) + 3(x6 +x7), 
x~+~(x~+x~)+~x~+~x~+~x~ and is cyclic. All the above solutions 
satisfy 3.10. Finally, there is a four solution and this does not satisfy 3.10. 
As before we define elements of Cl%=@‘; through O(g) = rng, e,(g) = m,cpp( g): 
i= 1,2. Up to permutations 3.9 gives the result described in Table II. We 
have 0, 8,) 8, $ &s ; but we can get a basis of real characters by multiplying 
the second column by 2. The cyclicity index of Jz’ equals 2. 
A.5. Now we describe some convex symmetric representations of 
the 4: i = 3,4, 5 which are not Q-cyclic, but which occur as modules of 
certain [CC? n U-r], where V is an appropriate Lusztig cell. Fix a double 
cell %%? such that A = A,, is one of the Si: i = 3,4, 5. Let %?, %’ be left cells 
of %Z with V a Lusztig cell. The W modules occurring in V correspond to 
TABLE II 
(17 (5) 
8 24 1 
01 24 2 
02 48 -1 
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TABLE III 
I(13b (3Yl 
z 2 2 2 
the conjugacy classes of A [ 13, 4.8-4.131 and moreover can be labelled by 
the elements of V n VP1 which correspond to irreducible characters of A,,. 
Take ~&‘o = [% n W’], Mo = [%?’ n %‘-‘1, which is a left do module itself 
isomorphic to the appropriate 4. Given r E% n %?-‘, let K, (resp. E,) 
denote the corresponding conjugacy class (resp. irreducible representation) 
of A and let P, E JX& denote the projection operator defined in 3.3 (or 3.6) 
corresponding to K,. Since JZ+‘~ identifies with Horn& [%I, [WI) we con- 
clude that dim C,J%‘, = [[WI: E,], which we can therefore compute from 
[ 13, 4.8-4.13; 12, II, pp. 222-2241. In each case we found only one convex 
symmetric representation associated to each ~#!o (a remarkable fact which 
generalizes the corresponding observation for the Q-cyclic case). The 
resulting representations are listed in Tables III-VIII. From the results we 
can read off the possible values of the z,: w  E (e (which are divisors by a 
fixed denominator) of z given in the last row. Again for all r E W n V-l, y, 
z E $7’ n W’, the number of times L(M(I), L(z-‘I)) occurs in Sot L(L(z3,), 
L( ya)) is the appropriate matrix coefficient of the irreducible character xi: 
in the given representation. 
A.6. Let us briefly describe the conventions in Tables III-VIII 
which give the multiplication rules for x,qj, where xi E Irred(A) and (qprj 
TABLE IV 







(~1. (~2) with 
(%, 94) 
2 6 6 6 6 
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TABLE V 
{(l”X (2, l’h v*1*, (4)) 
Xl 91 92 Interchange cp5 
x2 ‘pz VP1 the pair cp5 
x3 (P1+92 ‘p1+(P2 (nr cpd with 295 
x4 ‘ps+‘ps vp4+v5 (473, %I ‘?l+qZ+q3+‘?4+(P5 
z 3 3 3 3 6 
denotes the Z basis of ~3’ having structure constants dir, which are non- 
negative integers satisfying d,,, = d,,,. Table III gives the one non-cyclic 
representation occurring in S3, Tables IV and V the two non-cyclic 
representations in S,, and Tables VI, VII, and VIII the three non-cyclic 
representations occurring in S5 for which the corresponding Q module &Yo 
obtains as in A.5. (There are of course other non-cyclic representations.) 
Since xs = x2x4 (in S,) and x4=x2x3, x6 = xzxs (in S,) we can omit some 
data. The caption to the table describes dim(e,.Ho) as the exponent 
attached to the corresponding conjugacy class. Finally, we recall again that 
the only cyclic representations which are obtained as in A.5 are those 
resulting through induction from the fusion subgroup S, of S,. The 
corresponding z values are hence the degrees of the induced characters and 
so always divide 1 Sit. Since this also holds for the z values listed in Tables 
III-VIII we have proved for the exceptional Lie algebras (and hence via 
2.14 in general) the 
THEOREM. Let %? be a Lusztig cell, Then z, divides IAawl for all 
WE%?VCf-‘. 
TABLE VI 
{U5X (2, 13Y, v, 1,) 
















z 30 30 30 30 
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TABLE VII 
{(15), (2, 13), v, 1J2, (4,l)) 
91 92 93 94 cp5 
Xl 91 (P2 Interchange 95 
x2 92 91 the pair cp5 
x3 91+93+95 92+94+95 (91>92) %+%+%+4’.++2% 
x5 91+92+93+95 91+92+94+95 with 9,+9*+9d-94+39s 
Xl 93+94+29~5 (93>94) 2(9,+92+93+94+95) 
z 1s 15 15 15 30 
For g exceptional, there remains to show that this holds for an arbitrary 
left cell. Finally, we remark that the two z values for the cyclic represen- 
tation (for S,) listed in Table II do not both divide IS,/, because 48 does 
not divide 120. 
A.7. We construct a skew-field with the properties described in 2.8. 
Let G denote the group with generators x, y, z and relations xy = zyx with 
z central. It is a discrete version of the Heisenberg group. Its commutator 
subgroup is generated by z and so G is nilpotent. Fix a positive integer 
n > 1 and let H denote the subgroup of G generated by xn, y”. Then H is a 
normal colinite subgroup and moreover the quotient group A := G/H 
admits an irreducible representation of degree 12 which with respect to a 
basis {et}:= 1 takes the form 
xei = co i ei, yiei = 
i 
ei+19 ic n, ze, = me,, 
e1, i= n, 
where w  denotes a primitive nth root of unity, 
TABLE VIII 
{(15)> (2, 13)2, (22, 1x (3,121, (3,2)} 
91 92 93 94 95 96 
XI 91 92 Interchange 95 Interchange 
x2 92 96 the triple 
x3 91+94+96 92+94+29s+96 (91,92?95) 
x5 91+95+96 92+95+96 with 91+92+93+94+295+96 with 
x7 93+94+95+96 (93>94) 91+92+93f94+2(95+96) ((P3>94>96) 
z 10 10 10 10 20 20 
481/118/2-4 
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Now let D denote the quotient of the group ring CG in which .z is 
replaced by a complex number CI satisfying c? # 1, Vm E Z\(O>. One 
checks that (xryS: r, s E Z> forms a basis for D which is hence an integral 
domain of finite growth rate so admitting a classical skew-field of fractions 
K (the latter holds for the group ring of any torsion-free nilpotent group 
[18, Theorem 13.3.9 and Lemma 13.3.6(iii)]). For each g EA viewed as an 
element of G, let D, denote the subspace of D spanned by the elements 
gh: h E H. Obviously 
D=OD, (*I 
gcA 
is an A grading of D. Moreover D, (e the identity of A) admits a classical 
skew-field of fractions K, isomorphic to K (because G, H are isomorphic). 
Furthermore from (*) and because A is finite one easily checks that 
S:=D,\{O} is 0 re in D. Since again A is finite it follows that S-‘D is an 
Artinian ring, which hence coincides with K. Setting Kg = S-ID, we 
conclude that 
is an A grading of K. One easily checks using the above basis for D and the 
choice of CI that DH reduces to scalars. To show that KH = C we use a 
group theoretic version of a method developed in [17,6.1]. Let (r denote 
the automorphism k++ x”kxP’. We show that Ku= C(X). A similar 
argument with x replaced by y proves the required assertion. Take k E K”. 
We can write k = s-la: s E S, a ED and also that k = bt-‘: t E S, b E D, since 
S is both left and right Ore in D. Then a(k) = k gives a(s)b = a(a)& 
whereas sb=at. If cr(s)=s, then a(a)=a and so s,aED”=C[x,x-‘1. 
Otherwise C(S) -s E S, ~(a) - a E D and we obtain (a(s) - s)-“(a(u) -a) = 
bt -I = k. As in [ 17, 6.11 we may then reduce to the case s E D”. 
We have shown that the centralizer of K, in K reduces to scalars as was 
required. One would have liked to have proved a similar result with K a 
Weyl skew-field, since it is such skew-fields which occur in enveloping 
algebras. 
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